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Summary 

Fiscal policy becomes an issue in the EMU when fiscal policy deci- 
sions remain decentralized at a national level, while monetary policy 
becomes centralized. Accordingly, the Maastricht Treaty stresses the 
need for budgetary discipline and includes norms for fiscal policy, 
which are also part of the convergence criteria. 

Decentralized fiscal policy decisions may bias the policy mix to- 
ward an expansionary fiscal policy and a contractionary monetary 
policy. The basic mechanism is that a high, overall le~rel of public debt 
tends to increase interest rates. This provides an argument for a debt 
norm-while the deficit norm is less relevant for this problem. But a 
debt norm does not deal with all international externalities in fiscal 
policy. And i t  interferes with the effective exploitation of the possi- 
bilities for inter-temporal substitution and risk sharing offered by 
capital markets. 

The deficit norm is not directly related to any extyernalities in fiscal 
policy, but i t  reduces the room for an active stabilization policy and 
the possibilities for risk sharing via capital markets. To fulfill this 
norm, many countries will have to make the public budget less sensi- 
tive to business cycle fluctuations thereby reducing the insurance 
function performed by the public sector. 

The fiscal norms of the EMU are thus too tight, but i t  is not obvi- 
ous that more freedom in fiscal policy is gained by staying outside. 
Any deviation from the norms of the ElVU would be interpreted as if 
the option to change the exchange rate may be used and thus, severe 
credibility problems are likelq7 to arise. 
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Fiscal policy in the EMU and outside 
Torben M. Andersen* 

The debate on the Economic and Monetary Union (E,MU) has pri- 
marily focused on the direct implications for monetary policy and ex- 
change-rate policy. Although an obvious starting point, it should also 
be recognized that the EMU has implications for economic policy, in 
general, both by changing monetary and exchange rate policies and by 
constraining the use of other policy instruments. 

This paper considers the implications of the EMU for fiscal policy 
and raises the following hvo questions: 
e Is it necessary to constrain fiscal policy to make the E,MU work 

efficiently? Or should one aim at the largest possible degrees of 
freedom in fiscal policy since it becomes the only remaining 
macroeconomic policy instrument? 
If some constraints on fiscal policy are needed, will it necessarily 
imply less room for an active stabilization policy? Or is it possible 
by other means to enhance the possibilities for stabilizing the 
economy and ensure full employment? 

To address these questions, the way in which fiscal policy is af- 
fected by moving to a situation with an irrevocably fixed exchange 
rate and a common monetary policy must be evaluated: 
e Will that necessarily lead to more expansionary fiscal policies and a 

stronger tendency for governments to run deficits? 
e If so, will that have important consequences within the EMU and 

will it be difficult to manage monetary policy without restraints on 
fiscal policy? 

e Are there important negative externalities in fiscal policy across 
countries that can justify restraints on fiscal policy? 

This paper addresses these questions and discusses the consequences 
for countries joining the EMU and for countries-voluntarily or in- 
voluntarily-taying outside the EMU. 
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That fiscal policy will remain a national domain within the EMU 
must be stressed from the start. In 1995, the EU fiscal budget 
amounted to only 1.2 percent of total CDP in the member states. 
Hence this budget is only of marginal macroeconomic importance. 
Because it is unlikely that the common fiscal budget of the EU will 
increase significantly within the near future, the analysis proceeds un- 
der the assumption that the EMU will be characterized by a central- 
ized monetary policy and a decentralized fiscal policy.l 

T h s  paper is organized like this: Section 1 reviews the parts of the 
Maastricht Treaty that deal with fiscal policy. Section 2 briefly rer 71ews ' 

the current levels of public debts and deficits. Section 3 addresses the 
solvency problem. Section 4 considers the international interrelation- 
ships in fiscal policy. Section 5 considers the role of fiscal policy as a 
stabhzer of business-cycle fluctuations. Section 6 discusses the need 
for coordination of fiscal policy and the appropriateness of the fiscal 
norms-in light of the discussion in section 4 and 5. Section 6 also 
considers whether there is a need to extend restraints to other areas 
such as the labor market to ensure hgh-level employment and living 
standards. Section 7 discusses the immediate fiscal policy implications 
and the situation for countries that voluntarily or involuntarily stay 
outside the EMU. 

1. Fiscal policy in the Maastricht Treaty 

The lvaastricht Treaty (Council of the European Communities, 1992) 
includes general guidelines for economic policy beyond the specific 
details related to the single currency and the conduct of monetary 
policy. After stating that the "member states shall conduct their eco- 
nomic policies with a view to contributing to the achievement of the 
objectives of the Community" (article 102A) and outlining some sur- 
veillance mechanisms (article 103), the Treaty provides more specific 
guidelines for fiscal policy in the EMU. 

Article 104 precludes any overdraft facility or any other type of 
automatic credit facility to member states with the European Central 
Bank (ECB) and central banks of the member states. This rules out 
monetary financing of public deficits and effectively means that any 

Earlier proposals for a monetary union in Europe have been accompanied by pro- 
posals to centralize fiscal policy decisions as in the Werner report launched in 1970 
and to develop a federal fiscal system as in the hlacDougaU report from 1977 (Gros 
and Thygesen, 1992). 
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deficit must be financed on market terms by issuance of securities and 
bonds. 
A no-bailout clause in article 104b clarifies that the debt of a mem- 

ber state is neither a liability nor implies any commitments on the part 
of the community nor any other member state. 

T o  ensure budgetav discipline in member states, article 104 stipulates 
that the commission shall monitor whether the ratio of: 

(a) the planned or actual government deficit to gross domestic prod- 
uct exceeds a reference value, unless: 
c either the ratio has declined substantially and continuously and 

reached a level that comes close to the reference value; 
o or, alternatively, the excess over the reference value is only excep- 

tional and temporary and the ratlo remains close to the reference 
value; 

(b) government debt to gross domestic product exceeds a reference 
value, unless the ratio is sufficiently diminishing and approaching the 
reference value at a satisfactory pace. 

The reference values are given in a protocol to the Treaty and are 
3 percent for the deficit-to-GDP ratio2 and 60 percent for the debt- 
to-GDP ratio.? The figures apply to the consolidated public sector. 
There is no explicit definition of exceptional and temporary devia- 
tions from the reference values although it is implicit that normal 
business-cycle fluctuations do not justify deviations from the norms. 
Likewise, it 1s not precisely specified at which speed the reference val- 
ues should be approached for the process to be satisfactory. Another 
protocol makes these budgetary norms part of the convergence crite- 
ria. 

This is roughly equal to the average share of public investment in GDP. The rule 
thus permits so-called gaideiz rzde investments in the public sector, which means tliat 
the deficit spending is allowed for public investments. 
3 Obviously, these values are arbitrary and reflect the budgetary situation at the time 
of writing the Maastricht Treaq- vhen the average debt--to-GDP ratio was slightly 
above 60 percent and the deficit-to-GDP ratio about 4 percent. Note that period t 
debt can be written D, = R, + D,-I, where D is the debt level and B is the budget 
deficit including debt senrice. The debt-to-GDP ratio D,/Y, = d, can be written d, = 
b, + (l+gJ-ldt-1, where b, = B,/Y, and g, is the growtli rate of Y. For a stable debt- 
to-GDP ratio, we must have d = ((1 +g)/g) b, It folloas that a target value of 60 per 
cent for the debt-to-GDP ratio requires (about) a deficit-to-GDP ratio of 3 per cent 
if the gromtli in nominal GDP is .5 per cent. 
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Article 104c also outlines possible sanctions toward countries not 
fulfihng the budgetary norms. The Commission surveys the situation 
and prepares a report in case a country violates the norms. If the 
Council decides by qualified majority that the budgetary norms were 
violated, it must make recommendations on how to bring the situa- 
tion to an end. Here, if the country does not take actions, these rec- 
ommendations can be made public. If a member state does not take 
sufficient action, the Council may decide to prepare proposals for 
specific measures to be undertaken. If the member state fails to com- 
ply with such a decision, the Treaty stipulates that the Council may: 
(i) require the member state to publish additional information before 
issuing bonds and securities; 
(ii) invite the European Investment Bank to reconsider its lending 
policy; 
(iii) require a non-interest bearing deposit of an appropriate size until 
the excessive deficit has been corrected; and 
(iv) impose fines of an appropriate size. 

These sanctions have an optional character because it is not explicitly 
stated under whtch conditions these actions should be undertaken. 

These criteria for public deficits and debts have been vividly de- 
bated with some arguing that they primarily serve a role in the transi- 
tion period as convergence requirements. While others stress that 
they are important to make the EMU work. The Stability and Growth 
Pact agreed on by the European Council meeting in Dublin, Decem- 
ber 1996, makes clear that the fiscal norms also apply in Stage Three 
of the EMU. The pact stipulates that member states should commit 
themselves to a "medium-term budget position ciose to balance or in 
surplus.99 Member countries should present "stability programs" that 
specify medium-term budget objectives. The Pact also specifies 
monitoring and surveillance procedures. Events allowing member 
states to deviate from the fiscal norms are defined to be unusual 
events outside the control of the relevant member state. As an opera- 
tional target, it is stipulated that an excess over the reference value is 
considered to be exceptional only if the annual fall of real GDP is at 
least 2 per cent. In case of deviations from the norm, sanctions in the 
form of non-interest bearing deposits are imposed. And they will be 
converted into a fine if the deviation has not been brought to an end 
after two pears. The deposit has a fixed component equal to 0.2 per 
cent of GDP and a variable component equal to one-tenth of the ex- 
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cess of the deficit over the 3 per cent norm. There is an upper limit of 
0.5 per cent of GDP for the annual amount of deposits. 

It is not productive to discuss whether these norms are optimal. 
They would be so only by chance. And who has enough information 
to determine the opumal rules for fiscal pohcy in the EMU? So the 
next section poses the more modest but pragmatic question of 
whether these norms are conducive for the functioning of the E,MU 
or whether they restrain fiscal policy in a counterproductive way. 

2. Developments in debt and deficits 

Before discussing budgetary norms of the EMU, it is useful to put 
these into perspectives by considering the actual development in pub- 
lic sector deficits and debt levels. 

Dur~ng the last few decades, most industrial countries have experi- 
enced increasing public-sector debt levels. Figure 1 shows this. 
Whereas this development was initiated by persistent primary budget 
deficits, the development during the last decade has been influenced 
by the fact that the real interest rate, corrected for the growth rate, 
has turned positme, which in itself accelerates debt accutmulation.4 
Most of the deterloration in primary balances can be attributed to in- 
creases in public transfers rather than increases in pubhc consumption 
QMF, 1996). So it is obvious that the current debt situation calls for 
policy action especially when considering the burden on pubhc fi- 
nances, which will arise from an aging population in coming years. 
It is worth stressing that the issue of fiscal prudence is not one that 
arises with the proposal to establish EMU.' 

Changes In the debt-ratio can be mrstten as d, - d,-1 = p,+(rt-gJd,-i+ct where p is 
the prtmary budget deficit and c 15 debt corrections due to changes in the market 
T alue of outstanding debt 

von Hagen (1992) and von Hagen and Harden (1995) a q u e  that the budgetar! 
process can influence the fiscal outcome, and hence institutional changes In the 
budgetarj process can serve to snduce fiscal disclpllne T h ~ s  aould  be an alternative 
to external disciphne In the form o t  budgetary restraints In the EU 
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Figure 1. International development in the debt-to-GDP ratio 
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S u t e :  Countries include Japan, Germany, France, Italy, Canada, Belgium, Sweden, Norway, 
Finland, the Netherlands, US.,  and U1<. The countries are weighted by GDP shares. 

Source: Danish Economics Council, 1996 

Figure 2 shows the development in the deficit-to-GDP and the debt- 
to-GDP ratios for the Nordic countries from 1970 to 1995. The dia- 
gram reveals that the fiscal situation has been according to the Maas- 
tricht budget norms most of the time. 
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Figure 2. Development in the public-sector debt levels 
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Figure 2 continued . . . 
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But there have been violations, and recently there have been prob- 
lems in fulfihng the norms. But note that past violations of these 
norms were temporary periods. That IS, policy initiatives were taken 
to correct the situation even without explicit norms or commitments 
for the deficit and debt ratio. Although the current situation is char- 
acterized by high deficit and debt levels, it cannot be inferred from 
the historical development that there is a tendency for countries to be 
excessively ridden by public deficits and debts. The question is 
whether this situation changes when entering the EMU. 

It is also noteworthy that there are several examples of recessions 
that, within a short span of time, have caused an increase in the defi- 
cit-to-GDP ratio of more than 3 percentage points for the Nor&c 
countries (see Figure 2). So even if the budget is balanced initially, a 
recession easily deteriorates the budget to such an extent that the 
deficit norm would be violated. 

3. Solvency 

A problem with a centralized monetary policy and a decentralized fis- 
cal policy arises if a member state can get a free ride on the other 
member states in financing its public expenditures. 

One possibility of free riding arises because of the possibility that 
public expenditures can be money financed. The single government 
that expands expenditures wlll reap the full benefits hereof, but only 
bear a fraction of the costs of increasing inflation because the fi- 
nancing burden is shared among all member states in the EMU. Such 
a situation is clearly not tenable. But the Maastricht Treaty effectively 
precludes automatic credit facilities, and thereby monetization of 
public deficits are ruled out. So governments must finance expendi- 
tures by raising taxes or issuing bonds and securities. Countries that 
have relied on monetary financing (seigniorage) as an important source 
of public revenue must turn to other sources of revenue or adjust the 
level of public expenditures (Aleslna and Tabellini, 1987). Because 
srignio~~age revenue has been of little importance in northern Europe, 
this issue is not discussed further. 

But the problem might remain regarding who will be ultimately 
responsible for the debt. In the extreme case where a member state 
may default its debt, the ECB or other member states map be ex- 
pected to bail out the debt to protect the EhlU by avoiding costs as- 
sociated with domino effects in the financial sector. If so, member 
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states may not take enough precaution to avoid the default possibility. 
Such negative externalities associated with solvency problems can 
justify restraints on public-sector debt levels. The no-bailout clause 
aims at this problem. Obviously a credibility problem remains: will 
the clause be adhered to if a member state is brought into a situation 
where it will default on its debt? The no-bailout clause would have little 
credibility in the absence of the debt norm. 

The possibility of free riding in a currency union is often exagger- 
ated. Even though different member states issue debts in the same 
currency, this does not imply that, for example, bonds must carry the 
same return. Bonds issued by different debtors will generally have 
different returns if different risks are involved. So bonds issued by 
different member states are not necessarily perfect substitutes even 
though they are issued in the same currency. To the extent that a 
country is perceived to be approaching a default situation, it will face 
increasing default premia on its bonds and credit constraints, both of 
which will serve to discipline a potential irresponsible borrower. So if 
capital markets work reasonably efficiently, that would in itself pro- 
vide discipline that prevents irresponsible borrowing. Empirical evi- 
dence indicates that this mechanism works, although it sometimes 
involves delayed and abrupt changes. A recent study by Bapoumi et al. 
(1 99 5) considered how effective this market disciplinary device has 
been for single states in the U.S. They consider yields on municipal 
bonds issued by different states and find strong support in favor of 
the market discipline hypothesis. 

Another problem is the indirect pressure that may arise if many 
member states have a large outstanding (nominal) debt and therefore 
put pressure on the ECB to pursue a more inflationary policy that will 
reduce the real debt burden. The best precaution against this possibil- 
ity is to ensure independence of the central bank and make it adhere 
strictly to the goal of price stability. The current design of the ECB 
addresses these problems effectively. 

'To conclude, the norms on debt levels effectively preclude these 
solvency problems from arising. The Maastricht Treaty has effectively 
solved the solvency problem. But this may be accomplished in a too 
rigid way because debt levels that violate the norms can be sustainable 
(Buiter e t  al., 1993). And this may have been achieved by imposing 
restraints that have other negative side effects. 
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4. International interdependencies in fiscal policy 

An important reason why restraints on fiscal pohcj- are needed, in the 
case of a move to a monetary unlon, is that they help ensure that the 
policy mix does not become blased toward an expansionary fiscal 
policy and a contractionary monetary policy. Such a policy mlx will 
have substanual long-run costs by lowering investment and thus pro- 
ductivity growth. The presumption that fiscal policies would tend to 
be more expansionary is usually based on the Mundell-Fleming 
model, where fiscal pohcy is effective for an economy wlth liberalized 
capltal movements i f  it  has a fixed exchange rate but is lneffecuve In 
the case of a flexlble exchange rate. Accordingly, enterlng a monetary 
cooperation that ensures credibihty of a fixed exchange-rate policy 
would malie fiscal policy more effective. This may lead to a more ex- 
tensive use of fiscal pohcy instruments. E,xpanslonary fiscal policles 
could cause problems for the common monetary policy because in- 
flationary pressures could arise. The monetary policy response to this 
will probably be a more contractionary monetary policy stance that 
implies higher real interest rates. 

The problem of interactions between fiscal and monetary pohcy is 
particularly relevant for the EMU given that monetary policy will be 
centralized while fiscal policy remalns decentralized. But a case for 
restrictions on fiscal pohcy must rely on the presence of international 
externalities in fiscal policy. This sectlon discusses the channels 
through which fiscal policy has international linkages and thus can be 
affected by the EMU, and the extent to which these externalities are 
targeted by the norms for fiscal policy in the E,IZ/TU. Section 5 consid- 
ers the domestic implications of fiscal policy in its role as a stabiliza- 
tion Instrument. Section 6 evaluates the extent to which restrictions 
on fiscal policy are needed for the EMU to work efficiently and 
evaluates the implications of the norms. 

4.1. Interest rate interdependencies 

135th liberahzed capital markets, interest-rate determination is, to a 
large extent, determined by international developments. This implies 
an interdependency in fiscal policy if, for example, there is a positive 
llnli between fiscal deficits/debts and interest rates. An increase in the 
deficit/debt level in one country will thus tend to raise Interest rates 
in international capital markets with consequences for other coun- 
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tries. The crowding out mechanism becomes international in a setting 
with fully liberalized capital markets. 

Is it the case that public deficits (debts)---other things being 
equal-lead to higher interest rates? Is this mechanism reinforced 
when monetary policy is centralized while fiscal policy remains de- 
centralized? 

The theoretical literature does not predict a tight link between 
budget deficits/debts and interest rates. Thinking of world interest- 
rate determination as equilibrating worldwide savings and invest- 
ments, it follows that the net borrowing requirement (current account 
balance) is the channel through which a given country affects world 
interest rates. Increasing net-borrowing requirements by a country is 
going to lead to higher interest rates worldwide-under plausible as- 
sumptions. 

But there is no tight link between net external-borrowing require- 
ments and public-sector deficits. To see this, start with the extreme 
case where the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis suggests that 
changes in government net savings are matched by one-to-one 
changes in private-sector net savings.6 Here, the current account and 
thus the world capital market is unaffected by changes in the fiscal 
deficit in an individual country. Even if the Ricardian equivalence hy- 
pothesis does not hold, there is not a tight relationship between the 
budget deficit and the current account (refer, for example to Frenkel 
and Razin, 1987). The fact that the effects of budget deficits critically 
depend on the specifically changed instrument (expenditure or tax 
instruments) implies that no unambiguous theoretical predictions can 
be made on how budget deficits affect world interest rates. An em- 
pirical analysis of international spill-overs in fiscal restructuring also 
illustrates this (Bartolini e t  dl., 1995). 

Turning to the empirical evidence, many empirical analyses have 
attempted to discern whether there is a positive relationship between 
the level of public debt and interest rates. Whereas the crowding out 
from public debts via interest rates is straightforward in a closed 
economy, it is more complicated in open economies with liberalized 
capital movements. Here, one should not necessarily expect any rela- 
tionshp between the level of interest rates and public debt in a given 

See Seater (1993) for a discussion of Ricardian equivalence and the available em- 
pirical evidence. 
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country because interest rates are determined in international capital 
markets. So single country studies are of little value. Recently, some 
multi-country studes were done (Tanzi and Fanizza, 1995; Ford and 
Laxton, 1995; Jenhnsson, 1996) to analyze whether there is an inter- 
national relationship between the level of public debt and interest 
rates. Indeed such an effect is found. An increase in the debt-to-GDP 
ratio by one percentage point appears to raise the real interest rate by 
between 7 (Tanzi and Fanizza, 1995) and 25 basis points (Ford and 
Laxton, 1995).' According to these estimates, the upward interna- 
tional trend in the debt-GDP ratio from the early 1980s to the early 
1990s has caused an increase in real interest rates by between 150 and 
450 basis points. These findings should be interpreted with some care 
because little effort is spent to control for other factors that influence 
interest rates and to deal with problems of reverse cau~at i ty .~  

Recent empirical evidence thus supports the hypothesis that an 
increase in public debt leads to higher demand for capital and thus 
higher interest rates. But note that this international spill-over arises 
from capital market liberalizations and the resulting capital-market 
integration. The mechanism thus works globally. So the international 
interest rate interdependency is not intimately linked to the EMU. 
'The debt position of a single country has only a marginal effect on  
global real interest rates. 

Moreover, the interest rate effect is an equilibrium response of the 
interest rate to changes in net savings. That changes in the public 
deficit in one country affect equilibrium interest rates, which cause 
interdependency among countries, is not evidence that externalities 
are involved. Rather it may be the response of the price mechanism to 
changes in the supply and demand for capital. So a positive link be- 
tween interest rates and budget deficits/debts is not sufficient to war- 
rant restrictions on deficit/debt levels. For this to be the case, there 

Kunes-Correia and Stemitsiotis (1993) also find that a one percentage point in- 
crease in the deficit--to-GDP ratio during a one-year period raises long-term interest 
rates by 17 to 72 basis points. 

If the real interest rate increases for some reason unrelated to public finances, it 
may lead to an increase in the debt-GDP ratio as debt servicing increases, while the 
primary deficit increases as GDP decreases due to the recessionary effects of higher 
real interest rates. So a positive correlation between interest rates and debt.to-GDP 
ratios does not prove a causal link from debt levels to interest rates. 
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must be effects that are not fully reflected in interest rates.9 Chang 
(1990) develops a model with capital market imperfections and shows 
that a situation with decentralized fiscal policy may produce ineffi- 
ciently large fiscal deficits and that tlzis inefficiency is greater the 
larger the number of countries. But the case for imperfections in in- 
ternational capital markets as a cause for externalities in fiscal policy 
seems weak. And this argument does not provide a strong case for 
restraints on public deficits/ debt levels. Moreover, it is not at all clear 
that the EMU strengthens these mechanisms in such a way that it 
leads to excessive deficit and debt levels. 

Inefficiencies may also arise due to the different decision structure 
in fiscal and monetary policy. A centralized or cooperative decision 
on both types of policies would consider the interrelationship be- 
tween the two policy instruments and the objectives of fiscal and 
monetary authorities. But with decentralized fiscal policy and central- 
ized monetary policy, inefficiencies may arise to the extent that the 
authorities pursue different objectives and the fiscal authorities do not 
consider the side effects on monetary policy. This may provide a ten- 
dency for fiscal deficits and debts levels to be htgher because the de- 
centralized fiscal authorities do not consider the implications of the 
induced increase in the interest rate (refer, for example, to Persson 
and Tabellini, 1995). In a second-best context where fiscal policy co- 
ordination is not feasible, restraints on fiscal policy regarding deficit 
and debt norms may be justified to avoid a policy mix where fiscal 
policy is expansionary and monetary policy is contractionary. 

So it can be concluded that a more expansionary fiscal policy will 
probably put upward pressure on interest rates and therefore poten- 
tially cause an undesired policy mix. But the expansionary stance of 
fiscal policy cannot be evaluated by considering the public sector 
deficit level (nor the structural deficit). The reason is that interna- 
tional interdependencies also arise under fully financed changes in 
fiscal policy. That is, they are not intimately related to debtsldeficits. 

The link between fiscal policy and interest rates may be associated with externali- 
ties in the case of credibility problems related to a fixed exchange-rate policy. An 
increase in the interest rate will have contractionary effects that may lower ex- 
change-rate credibility and thus worsen the situation for countries facing an unem- 
ployment problem. The repercussions in the European exchange market after the 
German unification ~Uustrate an example of this mechanism. 
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Limiting fiscal deficitsldebts is not a precise way to target this exter- 
nality. Rut a debt norm is a safeguard against a biased policy mix. 

4.2. Exchange rates 

One important consequence of the EMU is that it implies a move 
from a unilateral fixed exchange-rate regime with credibility problems 
to a multilateral fixed exchange-rate regime without credibility prob- 
lems (among participating countries).1° Do credibility problems and 
the need to sustain a fixed exchange-rate policy induce fiscal restraint? 
And will the removal of credibility problems lead to more lax fiscal 
policies? If so, i t  may lead to problems of managing the euro ex- 
change rate and thereby inducing a biased policy mix if a contraction- 
ary monetary policy must be pursued to counteract the effects of too 
expansionary fiscal policies. 

The theoretical literature points to different channels through 
which fiscal policy can affect exchange-rate policies. According to the 
so-called balance-Of-pqments crisis literature (see AgCnor and Flood, 
1994, for a recent survey) an inconsistency between fiscal policy and a 
fixed exchange-rate policy may arise if a persistent budget deficit is 
money financed. With liberalized capital movements and a fixed ex- 
change rate, it follows that the interest rate is given by the interna- 
tional level of interest rates and therefore that the money supply will 
be demand determined. A continuous increase in the domestic credit 
component caused by a budget deficit will thus lead to an erosion of 
foreign reserves. If there is a lower limit to reserves, the government 
could not sustain the fixed exchange rate. This may induce fiscal re- 
straint to make the exchange-rate policy tenable. Joining the EIMU 
may remove t h s  constraint and lead to more expansionary fiscal poli- 
cies. But the financing rule of the EMU precludes monetary financ- 
ing, so this possibility is ruled out. 

Even with bond financing, problems may arise to the extent that 
bonds are issued in domestic currencies.ll The larger the outstanding 

10 Although the ERM of the EMS was a multilateral cooperation, it u-as a target 
zone with a possibility to realign central parities and not a tixed exchange-rate sys- 
tem in the strict sense. 
11 It remains a paradox why countries with credibility problems keep issuing bonds 
in domestic currencies rather than in foreign currency, especially when credibility 
problems are causing large interest-rate spreads and the government in different 
ways is tning to gain credibility for a fixed exchange-rate policy (Andersen, 1995). 
For an account of actual debt management policies, see Fontenay e t  nl. (1995). 
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debt in domestic currency, the larger the potential reduction in real 
debt obtained by a devaluation. So increasing public debts can put 
the credibility of the fixed exchange rate in doubt (Calvo, 1988; Calvo 
and Guidotti, 1990; Giavazzi and Pagano, 1990). Fiscal restraint to 
reduce public debt can thus be a way to sustain a fixed exchange-rate 
policy. In the EMU, no single country issues debt in a currency that it 
has a unilateral power to change in value. But the problem may 
translate to the EMU, as a whole, to the extent that an increase in the 
overall public debt level within the EMU financed by bonds issued in 
euro may bring the credibility of the currency at stake. This gives a 
rationale for an asymmetric restraint on public-debt levels for the re- 
gion as a whole. If t h s  is the major cause of credibhty problems, a 
more direct way to overcome the problem is an institutional setup 
with an independent central bank that aims at price stabihty--as is the 
case for the ECB. This can eventually be supplemented by a debt- 
management policy of issuing a larger proportion of the debt in an 
indexed form or in foreign currency. In t h s  way, the governments 
signal that they trust the announced exchange-rate policy. 

Fiscal policy will also affect the credbility of the exchange rate via 
its effects on the terms of trade. An expansionary demand- 
management policy may lead to a deterioration in competitiveness. 
And because a devaluation in the short run map mitigate this conse- 
quence, it may be difficult to sustain credbility of a fixed exchange- 
rate policy. It follows that the government can signal a wihngness to 
stick to the announced fixed exchange-rate policy by a restrictive fis- 
cal policy and thereby gain credibility. As a result, fiscal policy may 
purposely be too restrictive (Andersen, 1996a). Accordingly, with the 
credibility problem removed in EMU, a possibility exists that fiscal 
policies wJl be more expansionary. But note that this argument ap- 
plies to the effects fiscal policy have on the terms of trade. Because 
t h s  is not tightly related to the level of public deficits and debt, it 
does not give a straightforward argument in support of restraints on 
public deficits and debt levels. 

Entering the EMU means that the time-inconsistency problem 
related to a unilateral peg of the exchange rate is ultimately solved. 
Because time-inconsistency problems in fiscal policy might exist, the 
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choice of monetary regime might critically affect fiscal incentives.'2 
Agell e t  al. (1 996) consider a context, where the transmission effects 
of both monetary (exchange rate) and fiscal policies (budget deficits) 
to activity, run via unanticipated changes in prices. They argue that 
resolving the time-inconsistency problem of monetary policy by 
joining the EIMU may reinforce the problem for fiscal policy that im- 
plies a tendency to larger deficits. The intuition is that a government, 
whtch is concerned about employment, is forced to attempt more ex- 
pansive fiscal policy to boost employment when exchange-rate 
changes are no longer possible. In equilibrium, this incentive is per- 
ceived and the employment level is unaffected, but the budget deficit 
is likely to be larger. Accounting for the effects of distortionary taxa- 
tion to finance public expenditures, Jensen (I 992), however, finds 
that removal of the time-inconsistency problem in monetary policy 
may also reduce the problem for fiscal policy. Intuition indicates that 
when one revenue source (seigniorage) is tied, then wage setters realize 
that there will be higher costs-in terms of distortionary taxes---of 
alleviating employment consequences from aggressive wage demands. 
Accordingly, less accommodation is expected and therefore the em- 
ployment situation in~proves. Although seigzinrage revenue is not im- 
portant for many countries, this argument also seems to generally ap- 
ply when a nominal policy instrument such as the exchange rate is 
tied. 

Considering the empirical evidence, the first observation to make 
is that most European countries that pursue a fixed exchange-rate 
policy were unable to establish credibility for these policies-as wit- 
nessed by substantial and persistent interest-rate spreads. Figure 3 
illustrates tlus. The possibility to resolve the credibility problem and 
obtaining lower interest rates is perceived as one of the important 
benefits from joining the EMU. This will also reduce the debt-sewic- 
ing costs and thereby lower deficits. 

12 Alesina and TabeIlini (1 987) argue that a monetary commitment is undesirable 
because it implies that seigniorage revenue is eliminated, which forces the government 
to resort to other (more) distortionary taxes. 
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Figure 3. Average long-term interest rates, 1995 
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Xote: Ten-year government bond yield. 
Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook, 1996. 

A lot of empirical literature analyzes the determinants of interest-rate 
spreads and therefore the factors that determine how the market 
prices the expectations and risks associated with possible exchange- 
rate changes. Generally, neither unilateral nor multilateral fixed ex- 
change-rate policies have been fully credible, and accordingly there 
have been persistent and fluctuating devaluation expectations 
(Svensson, 1993; Chen and Giovannini, 1993; Edin and Vredin, 1993; 
Holden and Viksren, 1994).13 Attempts were made to relate these 
findings to macroeconomic fundamentals. And despite that many 
macro variables have been suggested, it has been impossible to ex- 
plain interest-rate spreads satisfactoriljr in this way (Rose and Svens- 
son, 1994; Lindberg e t  al., 1991; Caramazzo, 1993; Thomas, 1994). 
But there is indication that inflation differentials have explanatory 
power (Figure 4a) and some indications that the current account 

l 3  Most studies assume uncovered interest parity and obtain a measure of expected 
devaluations (realignments of central parity) by adjusting interest-rate spreads for 
within the band eqectations of exchange-rate movements. 
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(Figure 4b) as well as the borrowing requirements of the central gov- 
ernment are positively related to interest-rate spreads (Figure 4c). 

Figure 4a. Interest rates ultimo 1994 and average yearly 
inflation, 1985-94. 

Interest rate 

Xote:  Ten-year government bond yield. 
Source: Hansen (1 99.5). 
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Figure 46. Interest rates ultimo 1994 and average budget 
deficit relative to GDP, 1985-94. 
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iVoa: 'Sen-year government bond yield. 
Source: Hansen (1995). 
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Figure 4c. Interest rates and average balance-of-payment 
deficit relative to GDP 1985-94 

Interest rate 

l 4  T 
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Balance of Payrnent 
Deficit relative to GDP 

ATott: Ten-year government bond yield. 
Source: Hansen (1 995). 

Theory does not predict a tight relationship between government 
borrowing requirements and interest-rate spreads. Rut t h s  does not 
imply that fiscal policy is of no importance for exchange-rate credi- 
bility and thus interest-rate spreads. The channel may go through dif- 
ferent mechanisms that affect the willingness and the ability to main- 
tain an announced exchange-rate policy. Because control of domestic 
demand via demand-management policies is a way to control domes- 
tic inflation and thus the inflation differential, it follows already from 
this channel that fiscal policy is important for exchange-rate credibil- 
ity and interest-rate determination. 

Note that even if changes in fiscal deficits and debts are reflected 
in changing interest-rate spreads, this does not eliminate the interna- 
tional interdependency in interest rates that the prevlous section dis- 
cusses. Even though assets are also distinguished by the currency in 
which they are issued, an increase in the rate of return on one asset 
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would also raise the average rate of return on other assets under the 
plausible assumption that they are gross substitutes in the interna- 
tional capital market. 

There is some indication that credible exchange-rate pegs must be 
accompanied by fiscal restraints. Other things being equal, policy- 
makers may thus tend to pursue more expansionary fiscal policies, 
with the credibility problem removed, by entering the EMU. This 
may bring problems for the management of the euro exchange rate 
and thus gives an argument for restrictions on fiscal policy. But such 
restrictions are an imperfect substitute for an institutional setup with 
an independent monetary authority with low inflation (price stability) 
as its primary objective. T h s  would make it credible that expansion- 
ary fiscal are not followed by loose exchange-rate policies. 
The planned structure and objectives of the ECB seem to address this 
problem adequately. 

4.3. Terms of trade 

Generally, fiscal policy will have implications for relative prices and 
thus the terms of trade (Marston, 1985). This applies both for 
changes in taxation and expendtures. This has motivated many policy 
initiatives including a type of demand-management policy often pur- 
sued in the past in the Nordic countries, which has aimed at reducing 
the trade deficit and impror~ing the employment situation by de- 
creasing private demand via increased taxation and by using the pro- 
ceeds to expand public demand. The net effect of such a policy is to 
increase demand for domestic-produced goods and decrease demand 
for foreign-produced goods. As a consequence, the price of domestic- 
produced goods will rise relative to the prices of foreign-produced 
goods--either directly due to the shift in the demand or indrectly due 
to wage increases released by expanding employment. So the terms of 
trade will tend to increase and the real exchange rate to appreciate. 

The terms of trade effect of fiscal policy has several important im- 
plications (Andersen, 1996b). Because fiscal policy can affect relative 
prices, there is a possibility of permanently affecting the terms of 
trade by a permanent shift in fiscal policy. So generally, fiscal policy is 
effective, which leaves room for an active stabilization policy (see 
section 5). Tlvs holds even if stock adjustments running via the cur- 
rent account are considered. Although the quantitative effects of fis- 
cal policy may depend on whether they are under-financed, the quali- 
tative finding is that fiscal policy matters survive even with a balanced 
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budget. So the terms of trade effects of fiscal policy are not intimately 
related to the budget position. 

Because fiscal policy can affect the real exchange rate, it has some 
relation to exchange-rate policy. Provided there are some nominal 
rigidities, a nominal exchange rate will affect the terms of trade, but 
the effect will normally be temporary because nominal rigidities are a 
short-term phenomenon.l4 In the short run, the real exchange rate 
may thus be affected by both a nominal exchange-rate change and 
certain fiscal policy changes, for example, changes in pay-roll taxes, 
which are often labeled intemal exchaiizge-mte changes (see Calmfors, 
1993). Despite the similar effects on the real exchange rate of external 
and internal devaluations, important differences exist between the 
two types of policy instruments regarding the dynamic implications 
and the decision lags. Nonetheless, it is clear that although the possi- 
bility of using the exchange rate as part of economic policq~ disappears 
in the EMU, the possibilihr remains to make an internal devaluation 
by means of fiscal policy instruments. So to some extent, fiscal policy 
actions can be a substitute for an active exchange-rate policy. 

The fact that fiscal policy can affect the terms of trade creates an 
externality in fiscal policy. Even though product markets may be 
competitive, the policy-maker can affect relative prices and thus real 
allocations. Effectively, the policy-maker comes to act as a monopo- 
list ui.r-a-vis the outside world that controls the supply of the domesti- 
cally produced goods. Because the real exchange rate (the terms of 
trade) matters for other countries, this creates an international exter- 
nality in fiscal policy. 

As an example of the implications of this externality, consider the 
case where the level of activity and thus employment is inefficiently 
low due to imperfections in product or labor markets. Here, the pol- 
icy-maker has an incentive to expand domestic production. And this 
can be done by an expenditure-switching policy by which private de- 
mand is reduced via increased income taxation, the proceeds of which 
are used to expand public demand directed toward domestically pro- 
duced goods. Such a policy will be successful provided private de- 
mand is not too sensitive to changes in the terms of trade.'j The pol- 

14 There may be long-run effects ~f there are bJstere~zs mechanisms nr muitlple 
equihbria. These wlll also reinforce the effects of fiscal pohcy. 

15 If private demand is very sensitive to the relative price, there may be a shift in 
private demand away from domestically produced goods, which exceed the increase 
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icy will have consequences for other countries since net demand and 
thus employment falls, that is, there is a negative externality. So the 
fiscal policy has a land of beggar-thy-neighbor effect. 

But other countries may face the same incentives and thus try to 
induce an expenditure switch to expand domestic activity. In 
(symmetric) equilibrium, the countries will not succeed in this en- 
deavor, and the end result m a y  be that activity and employment is 
unaffected but the public sector has been expanded too much. So 
non-cooperative fiscal policies may be too expansionary. This effect 
may be muted, but it will not disappear by restricting deficit-financed 
policies. 

It is also possible that fiscal policies have a positive spill-over ef- 
fect on foreign activity and employment in the short run-via a dete- 
riorating trade balance (Andersen, 1996b; Dixon and Santoni, 1996). 
Here, non-cooperative fiscal policies may be too restrictive and policy 
cooperation would entail more expansionary policies. 

So the externalities in fiscal policy can be positive and negative. 
And without specific information on the structure of the economies, 
it is impossible to assess which one dominates. Accordingly, it cannot 
be concluded in what direction fiscal policy coordination for the 
EMU should go. So there is a htgh risk that rigid budget norms may 
constrain fiscal policy in an arbitrary way. 

5. Stabilization policy 

Fiscal policy is an important instrument for macroeconomic stabiliza- 
tion. This role is potentially reinforced in the EMU, where national 
governments have no access to exchange rate or monetary policy in- 
struments in their attempts to stabilize the economy. 

In general, fiscal policy affects the allocation of economic re- 
sources. So a possibility exists for using fiscal policy to pursue a 
counter-cyclical economic policy to dampen business-cycle fluctua- 
tions. Moreover, fiscal policy has redistributive consequences that 
also serve an insurance function both across individuals and genera- 
tions (primarily via budget deficits). 

in public demand, that is, fiscal policy is contractionary. The result also holds in the 
case of distortionary taxatlon (Andersen and Sarensen, 1995; Andersen etal., 1996). 
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The role of fiscal policy is further accentuated in a currency union 
such as the EMU-if labor-market flexibility or mobility is not suffi- 
ciently strong to ensure a speedy adjustment to shocks. Fiscal policy 
can thus potentially ensure an adjustment to shocks because it can 
affect the consequences of shocks and stabilize income. So flexibility 
in fiscal policy is essential to make the EMU work as an optinzal cgwenly 

area (De Grauwe, 1992; Icenen, 1995). 
Access to international capital markets enhances the possibilities 

for governments to provide insurance. By borrowing in case of an 
adverse shock and len&ng in case of a favorable shock, the con- 
sumption possibilities can be smoothed and thereby the consequences 
of risk are diversified over time.I6 International capital market thus 
serve to diversify the risk associated with shocks. There is strong evi- 
dence that indicates that private agents, to an insufficient degree, ex- 
ploit this possibility (refer, for example, to Obstfeld and Rogoff, 
1994). The reason may be capital market imperfections. This 
strengthens the need for an active stabilization policy. In the case of 
idiosyncratic or reallocative country shocks, it is to be expected that 
some countries will run budget deficits and other surpluses. By re- 
stricting budget deficits, there is some interference with the use of 
international capital markets for the diversification of risk. In the case 
of aggregate shocks in Europe, all countries may want to run deficits 
as a result of risk diversification with countries outside Europe. 
Again, asymmetric budget norms may hamper the possibilities for 
national governments to use international capital markets in an effort 
to &versify risk. 

It is undisputed that fiscal policy can have substantial effects for 
the level of activity and other important macro variables.17 Rut there 
is less consensus on the extent to which this proves the case for an 
active fiscal policy. Recent developments in macroeconomic theory 
have identified several reasons why there may be a need for an active 
stabilization policy (refer, for example, to Blanchard and Fischer, 
1989). But policy activism requires a substantial amount of informa- 

16 Gordon and Varian (1988) show how public deficits can serve an insurance role 
when capital markets are not perfect. Smoothing taxes over the business cycle may 
also serve to minimize distortions (Barro, 1979). 
l' This is obvious in the I<eynesian literature. Rut even in real business cycle models, 
it is found that shocks to government demand and taxes help match empirical 
regularities better (Christian0 and Eichenbaum, 1992). 
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tion on the structure and shocks of the economy and on an ability of 
the political system to act in the appropriate way. These requirements 
may provide arguments for restricting the freedom in economic pol- 
icy if, for example, policy-makers are prone to budget deficits because 
they tend to transfer benefits to the present and costs to future gen- 
erations.18 This could motivate a rules-based policy precluding or re- 
stricting the possibilities of running budget deficits. But such institu- 
tional restrictions will reduce the possibilities for pursuing an active 
stabilization policy. The traditional trade-off between rules and dis- 
cretion in economic policy is also present for fiscal policy. liowever, 
the arguments for restricting fiscal policy alluded to earlier are not 
intimately related to the working of the EMU and thus not required 
to make the EMU function efficiently. 

Fiscal policy consists of discretionary changes in taxation and ex- 
penditures and automatic budgetary reactions to changes in the eco- 
nomic situation. The latter arise from the fact that revenues from 
taxation and expenditures on transfers (including unemployment 
benefits) are cyclically dependent. The automatic stabilizers are essen- 
tially a rules-based policy and therefore they preserve some stabilizing 
function whle reducing the problems related to discretionary policies. 
Specifically, they have the advantage that they are demanding little 
information on the business-cycle situation. They also work inde- 
pendently of decisions lags in the political process because they adjust 
automatically to the business-cycle situation. So automatic stabilizers 
do not face the same risk of contributing to business cycles due to 
decision and implementation lags as discretionary fiscal policies.19 If 
business cycles are regular, the automatic stabilizers can be designed 
to be consistent with budget balance over the cycle. Problems may 
arise if, for example, h3,steresis in the labor market causes transitory 
shocks to have persistent effects. Here, transitory shocks can, via the 

'8 See hlesina and Perotti (1995) for a survey on recent politico-based models of 
budget deficits. 
" Actually, the expenditure side also has a built-in automatic stabhzer to the extent 
that the budgeting procedure is in nominal terms (this applies as long as the budg- 
eting procedure does not allow full indexation). Bar-Ilan and Zanello (1994) show 
that the government by its choice of nominal budgeting procedure (degree of in- 
dexation), in general, can offset whatever rigidity of the contractual wage exists in 
the economy. This result holds as long as stabhzation is ensured by stabilizing the 
real-wage rate. Although this is not generally the case, it causes a potential stab~Lizing 
effect of the budget even in relation to nominal shocks where exchange-rate 
changes are usually contemplated. 
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automatic stabilizers, produce a persistent budget deficlt that requires 
a discretlonaqr policy change to ensure a sustainable development of 
public finances. Recent experience in the Nordic countries and spe- 
cifically Sweden, has shown that the strength of the mechanism can 
be rather strong. 

The extent of fiscal policy activism dlffers among European 
countries. But note that all countries have a substantial degree of ac- 
uvism via the automatic stabihzers. The sensitivity of the public sector 
budget to the buslness cycle, measured by how much a reduction of 
GDP bj 1 percent Increases the borrowing requirement of the gov- 
ernment relative to GDP, is between 0.3 and 0.8 percentage points 
for countries in Europe (OECD, 1993). 

Figure 5 shows the sensitivity of the government borrowing re- 
quirements to GDP for several OECD countries cross-plotted with 
the size of the public sector measured by the proceeds from taxation 
relauve to GDP. The diagram clearly shows a positive correlation 
between the sensiuvity of the borrowing requirements and the size of 
the public sector. The larger the public sector, the larger the budget 
sensitivity and thus the automatic stabilizers. 

Note that a recent empirical analysis finds that there IS a negative 
correlation between government size and macroeconomic volatility 
(Gali, 1994). This can be interpreted as showing that a large pubhc 
sector serves a stabilizing role, among other things, via the implied 
large automatic stabilizers. The analysls does not address whether this 
stability is bought at the price of a lower living-standard level. 

A consequence of the automatic stabilizers is that business-cycle 
fluctuations can---even in the absence of discretionary policy changes 
+ause a deterioration of the public budget and thus create difficul- 
ties in meeting the fiscal norms in the E,MU. The fiscal norms thus 
restrict not only the possibilities of governments to pursue a counter- 
cyclical discretionary stabilization policy, but they also affect the room 
for automatic stabilizers. 

Obviously, a country with a very sensitive budget will experience a 
significant deterioration of the budget in the case of a recession, 
which implies difficulties in meeting the deficit norm. The country 
can quickly get into trouble with the debt norm. Table 1 illustrates a 
stylized experiment for a country with a large public sector (and sen- 
sitive public budget), which experiences a fall in the nominal growth 
rate for GDP. 
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Figure 5. Cyclical budget sensitivity and tax pressure 
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The country is assumed initially to be well within the fiscal norms in 
the EMU-by running a balanced budget and having a debt-to-GDP 
ratio of 40 percent. It is seen that even a fairly mild recession can eas- 
ily bring a country into a situation with problems in meeting the 
budget and debt norms that may force the country to pursue a pro- 
cyclical discretionary fiscal policy. 

Table 1. Debt-to-GDP dynamics in case of a recession 

Fall in nominal GDP growth rate 

T o  avoid such a situation from developing, the public sector must 
be reformed so that it becomes less sensitive to the business cycle. 
This w d  require that taxation and expenditures are made less cycli- 
caUy dependent. Obviously, this is difficult if not impossible if the 
basic insurance function of the welfare state should be maintained. So 
a risk exists that the welfare state must be reduced. Such institutional 
limitations may also have a cost regardmg the implied reduction in the 
stabilizing powers of fiscal policy. In a study of the states in the U.S., 
Bayoumi and E,ichengreen (1 995) find that institutional restraints on 
the budget position limit the cyclical responsiveness of public fi- 
nances and therefore potentially the automatic stabilizers. Building on 
the U.S. and on international evidence, Bayoumi and Eichengreen 
(1995) conclude--based on simulations with the MULTIMOD 
model-that fiscal restraints may have severe consequences for 
macroeconomic volatility in the case of demand shocks. 

One way to ensure freedom for maneuver while fulfilling the 
budget norms would be to undertake a substantial fiscal consolidation 
that reduces debt levels and yields a budget surplus even in normal 
states of the business cycle. The stylized example in Table 1 suggests 
that this would entail a rather substantial fiscal consolidation for most 
countries, which would be very costly in the transition period. 

The possibilities for risk diversification can be strengthened by the 
development of a redistributive scheme among participating countries 
in the EMU. Accordingly, it has been argued that a federal fiscal 
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budget would be needed to cushon shocks, because member states in 
the EMU are not able to use the exchange rate for that purpose. An 
appropriate fiscal policy might ensure that the EMU becomes an opti- 
mal curreny area. T h s  would require a very substantial enlargement of 
the current EU budget. 

Empirical evidence indicates that national fiscal authorities in the 
EU create a level of stabilization across the E U  similar to that pro- 
vided by the U.S. and Canadian federal governments across regions in 
those countries (Bayoumi and Masson, 1995). This suggests that re- 
stricting the degrees of freedom in national fiscal policy creates a need 
for a federal fiscal system in the EU, of substantial size, to stabilize 
economic fluctuations. 

If a federal fiscal policy is unlikely to develop, an alternative would 
be to establish a stabilization fund. It is difficult to assess the appro- 
priate size of such a fund because it depends on the flexibility retained 
in national fiscal policies. As an example, suppose that national fiscal 
policies only play a marginal stabilizing role, and that the fund should 
be able to mitigate about one-third of output fluctuations. To mitigate 
the consequences of a recession, which lowers nominal GDP growth 
by 3 percentage points, the fund must be able to cover at least 1 per- 
cent of GDP in the EMU countries. This will probably be an under- 
estimation-if the same stabhation as currently obtained by the pre- 
vailing automatic stabilizers should be attained. The stabilization fund 
must, moreover, be larger than the annual stabilization requirement 
because recessions usually last for more than one year. 

Italiener and Vanheukelen (1993) assert that in case of asymmetric 
shocks, annual payments that amount to only 0.2 percent of GDP 
would be sufficient to allow inter-country transfers that could com- 
pensate for lack of national stabilization policies. Compared to the 
stabilization implied by automatic stabilizers, this seems to be an un- 
derestimation of the needed transfers. And it's based on the mislead- 
ing assertion that stabilization and thus risk diversification are only 
needed in case of asymmetric shocks. Restricting public sector bor- 
rowing also means a constraint on the possibilities of risk diversifica- 
tion in the case of common (symmetric) shocks that hit all EMU 
countries. T h s  is a further argument why the estimate by Italiener and 
Vanheukelen is clearly on the low side. 

A redistributive system would imply a problem to the extent that 
not all EU countries participate in the EMU. One would have to 
build a fund to provide insurance for the EMU countries in addition 
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to the present EU budget, which is largely designed to achieve redis- 
tribution via regional and structural funds. The fund will have to rely 
on discretionary actions, which would imply a less efficient stabiliza- 
tion than that implied by automatic stabilizers. It is not clear whether 
this task is better solved at a centralized level than through decentral- 
ized automatic stabilizers. 

6. Fiscal norms and the need for policy coordination in 
the EMU 

A need for international policy coordination arises if there are im- 
portant externalities in economic policy among countries or if time- 
inconsistent problems can be credibly solved only by undertaking ex- 
ternal commitments. Potential gains from international policy coordi- 
nation could arise in many policy areas. There is a case for policy co- 
ordination within the EU if substantial parts of the international ex- 
ternalities thereby become internalized. 

Given that coordination of monetary (and exchange-rate) policy 
follows by the establishment of the EMU, there is a question of 
whether this requires policy coordination or restrictions in other ar- 
eas-to reap the benefits of the EMTJ or whether there are other rea- 
sons why they are beneficial even if they are not needed for the EMU 
to work appropriately. 

One important reason why fiscal policy becomes an issue in con- 
nection with the EMU is the fact that fiscal policy remains decentral- 
ized while monetary and exchange-rate policy becomes centralized. So 
there is a possibility that the EMU may affect incentives underlying 
fiscal pohcy in such a way as to affect adversely the possibilities for 
pursuing monetary policy. 

One problem with this decision structure is that it may create a free- 
rider problem in financing public expenditures. This problem is effec- 
tively solved in the Treat). by precluding monetary financing of pubhc 
expenditures and the debt norm. 

There is a risk that the policy mix will be biased toward a contrac- 
tionary monetary policy and an expansionary fiscal policy due to the 
decentrahzed decision structure in fiscal policy. The interrelationshlp 
between fiscal and monetary policy runs primarily via the effect that 
pubhc debt has on the level of interest rates. Because higher debt lev- 
els seem to be associated with higher levels of interest rates, there is 
an argument for restraining debt. Rut restricting the deficit level does 
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not seem to be drectly relevant for targeting this problem. Moreover, 
only aggregate debt matters for the relationship between monetary 
and fiscal policy in the EMU, and hence identical restrictions for all 
countries may imply an interference with the effective exploitation of 
the possibilities for inter-temporal substitution and risk sharing of- 
fered by capital markets. To the extent that worldwide factors drive 
interest-rate determination, the EMU restrictions may only have a 
marginal influence on the international level of interest rates. None- 
theless there is a case for a debt norm in the EMU. 

In the mid-term, it could be argued that the debt norm is superflu- 
ous because all European countries must address their debt problems 
and prepare for the consequences of an aging population independ- 
ently of whether EMU is established. Here, the particular reference 
value for the debt-to-CDP ratio (60 percent) seems ambiguous and 
probably only reflects a desire for a marginal debt reduction relative 
to the debt level prevailing at the time of writing the Treaty. The debt 
norm may serve a political function by forcing politicians to put the 
debt problem higher on the political agenda, whereas its importance 
for the functioning of the EMU may be marginal. 

As noted, it is less obvious why the deficit norm is needed to ad- 
dress the policy mix problem. It can be defended as ensuring that 
policy-makers, in the short-run, pursue policies according to a long- 
run debt target. This should be weighted against the costs of restrict- 
ing access to capital markets and therefore restricting possibilities for 
risk sharing and inter-temporal substitution. Moreover, the deficit 
norm would restrain the possibilities of using fiscal policies as part of 
stabilization policy, and it may require reforms to make the public 
sector less vulnerable to business-cycle fluctuations. The latter may 
imply significant restraints on the functioning of the welfare state. 
And with some sensitivity of the budget, the deficit norm would re- 
quire a budget surplus in normal phases of the business cycle. Al- 
though this may make sense in the current situation due to the need 
to reduce debt levels, there is nothng that makes t h s  optimal in a 
long-run perspective. 

Note that the fiscal norms of the EMU do not address all interna- 
tional externalities in fiscal policies. These do not solely arise from 
public deficits and debts but could arise even under a fully balanced 
budget. An important externality arises from the possibihty of affect- 
ing the terms of trade to boost employment. T h s  effectively works by 
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raising the home country's employment level at the cost of employ- 
ment elsewhere. 

This also raises issues concerning the need for coordination of la- 
bor market policy. To  the extent that restraints on fiscal policy make 
it more difficult to pursue an employment-oriented poky,  there is a 
possibility that labor market policies will be used more effectively. 
This has an advantage and a disadvantage. 

The advantage is that policjr-makers may be put under pressure to 
reform labor markets to make them more flexible (OECD, 1994). 
This has the double advantage of dealing with the employment prob- 
lem and the debt problem, because the debt increase is largely caused 
by increasing transfers due to raising unemployment. 

The disadvantage is the risk of social dumping when countries 
compete too aggressively for jobs. 

Labor mobility among European countries is low and is expected 
to remain so (see, for example, Pedersen, 1993). At the same time, 
there are large differences in labor and social policies among Euro- 
pean countries. So countries may have an incentive to undercut each 
other in an attempt to increase employment by lowering minimum 
wages, dismantling worhng rules, allowing children's work, abandon 
equal pap clauses, and so on. However, to the extent that all coun- 
tries are doing this, it would have few consequences for the overall 
level of employment but would adversely affect the protection of- 
fered by such rules. 

It has been suggested that these problems can be dealt with by 
ma lng  the employment objective more explicit in the EU. With the 
decentralized decision-making structure in the EU implied by the 
subsidiarity principle, this does not have much meaning. Although 
employment objectives could be formulated, they would not have 
credibility because there is no way by which they can be enforced in 
the EU. Even though some enforcement mechanisms could be envis- 
aged, problems remain for defining targets on variables over which 
the governments only have indirect and imprecise control. The best 
way to ensure that employment-oriented economic policies can be 
pursued is to ensure freedom in the design of economic policy in 
combination with minimum rules within the EU-to avoid social 
dumping. Rut most externalities that arise from social dumping will 
not be internalized by coordination in the ETJ area. 

Note that these arguments for policy coordination hold, irrespec- 
tive of the EMIJ. Although the restraints implied by the EMU may 
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reinforce the problems related to these externalities. And there are 
other areas in which the need for policy coordination is pressing, for 
example, tax rules, which especially for lvghljr mobile sources of taxa- 
tion, constitute an important problem. 

In article 103, the Treaty includes some general statements on the 
need for policy coordination in the Community that require countries 
to treat their economic policies "as a matter of common concern". 
The Council is given some possibilities to formulate broad guidelines 
for economic policies of the member states. But the formulations are 
vague and mechanisms for enforcing such policy proposals are not 
specified. It must be concluded that the scope for policy coordination 
is bleak except in the area of monetary policl. 

7. The transition period and the option to stay out 

The fiscal norms of the EMU have immediate implications for eco- 
nomic policy. Their effects have been seen because they are part of 
the convergence criteria, and countries have taken actions to fulfill the 
norms. Despite that fiscal consolidation is needed in several coun- 
tries, it is questionable whether it makes sense to make the adjustment 
in such a short time span as needed to fulfill the convergence criteria. 
It would hardly be according to standard principles of inter-temporal 
consumption smoothing-to undertake a major stock adjustment 
within a period of a couple of years. Given that the norms have been 
made a part of the process, countries find themselves in a situation 
where they cannot escape these norms. Any attempt to do so will be 
interpreted as a signal that loose policies are pursued and financial 
markets will probably react in such a way that interest-rate spreads 
will increase as long as national currencies exist. The debt norm is 
likely to be of importance only in the short to medium run because 
most countries are in a situation where fiscal consolidation is needed 
and will be undertaken with or without the EMU. 

The fact that many countries, at the same time, attempt to under- 
take a fiscal consolidation may make it more difficult to attain the tar- 
get because the recessionary consequences show up immediately. 
While the expansionary effects of the induced effects on monetary 
policy regarding lower real interest rates materialize later. So the con- 
vergence criteria can cause a recession in the period up to the estab- 
lishment of the EMU, which in itself makes it more difficult to attain 
the convergence criteria. 
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Because most countries find it difficult to meet the debt and deficit 
norms, it may be conjectured that they will be interpreted more 
loosely to ensure that the convergence criteria can be met in time (it 
will be decided in early 1998, on the basis of 1997 data, which mem- 
ber states fulfill the conditions for participation in the EMU). This is 
an unlikely possibility. If the EMU is realized, it will probably be in a 
sequential procedure with a small group being in the EMU from the 
start and subsequently more and more countries will join. But it will 
not be politically acceptable to have different entrance criteria, which 
depend on the time of entrance. Because an enlargement of the EU is 
likely, there is an incentive to keep the entrance requirements fairly 
strict rather than to soften them to make the establishment of the 
EMU easier. The recently agreed Stability and Growth Pact makes it 
clear that the norms should also be taken seriously after EhIU has 
been established. The circumstances defined to justify deviations 
from the norms underline that they should be seen as binding con- 
straints. 

A decision to stay outside the E,MU may be perceived to provide 
more freedom in economic policy because the policy restrictions of 
the EMU are avoided. Rut i t  is far from obvious that this is the case. 
Staying outside the EMU will be interpreted as a desire to keep the 
option of changing the exchange rate even if the decision to stay out- 
side was motivated by other considerations. The more economic pol- 
icy deviates from the norms of the EMU, the more likely it may be 
that this option may be exercised. So substantial credibility problems 
will arise if the country deviates too much to the negative side hom 
the norms of the EMU. 

Obviously, the seriousness of these problems depends on the 
monetary arrangements between E,hZU countries and outside coun- 
tries. Although countries staying outside the EnllU can join an ERA1 
system together with the euro area, it will effectively amount to a 
unilateral exchange-rate peg. The burden of supporting the peg will 
primarily lie on the outside country. For countries staying outside the 
EiClU, the restraint following from the need to ensure credibility of 
the economic policy has been substituted for the fiscal restraints of 
the E,bIU. Consequently, it is not clear that staying outside the EMU 
generally provides more freedom in economic policy and specifically, 
in fiscal policy. Seen from a (small) single country perspective, it is 
not possible to overturn the consequences of a multilateral coopera- 
tion among important trading partners. 
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In case the EMU is not going to be established, a new situation 
arises. After the initial turmoil, it is likely that financial markets will 
focus less on fiscal consolidation although that does not mean that 
the problem disappears. As already noted, the issue of fiscal prudence 
is not one that has arisen with the prospect of creating EMU. But 
avoiding the need to reach specific values at certain points in time 
means that more room for maneuver is created. The risk of a process 
of competing devaluations will probably imply that financial markets 
will focus on the extent to which other policy measures are taken-to 
pave the way for an improvement in the employment situation and 
thus making inflationary policies changes less likely. Such policy ini- 
tiatives will also create less strain on fiscal policy. Failure to address 
this problem may lead to severe credibility problems. 
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